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ABSTRACT

THIS REPORT DESCRIBES B0XER3. A THREE DIMENSIONAL
COMPUTER CODE FOR SOLVING W E INTEGRAL TRANSPORT EQUATION.
THE CODE USES A COMBINATION OF THE COLLISION PROBABILITY AND
THE INTERFACE CURRENT METHODS. IT USES MIXED RECTANGULAR AND
CYLINDRICAL COORDINATES AND CAN THEREFORE TREAT CYLINDRICAL
FUEL CHANNELS AND REACTIVITY DEVICES HITHIN A RECTANGULAR
'SUPERCELL' OF A CANDU PIM. THE REPORT DESCRIBES THE
DETAILS OF COMPUTATION OF COLLISION PROBABILITIES AND THE
SOLUTION OF THE mJTRON BALANCE EQUATIONS. THE LATTER CAN BE
DONE ITERATIVELY OR BY DIRECT MATRIX INVERSION. IT IS SHOMN
THAT THE ITERATION SCHEME IS CONVERGENT. COMPARISONS OF THE
RESULTS OF BOXERS AND THOSE OBTAINED BY OTHER TRANSPORT AND
DIFFUSION CODES IN ONE TWO AND THREE DIMENSIONAL GEOMETRIES
ARE ALSO PRESENTED.



IKTRODDCTION

The need for a three dimensional transport code

arises in CANDU PHWRs since in these reactors the reactivity

devices like shut-off rods, adjuster rods booster TAB etc

are inserted perpendicular to the fuel channels. Estimation

of reactivity worths of these devices requires a knowledge

of few group hoMogenised cross sections of various regions

of the core which can then be used in a 3D diffusion code

for the whole core.The presence of reactivity devices

modifies the homogenised lattice cell cross sections which

are normally obtained by one or two dimensional codes for eg

CLUB .Reactivity devices have been successfully nodelled by

considering a "supercell" in the reactor.This is a three

dimensional rectangular region containing the device the

adjacent fuel channel and associated moderator. Reflective

boudary conditions are employed although the geometry May

not conform to exact reflection. Detailed flux distribution

inside the supercell is determined. This is then used to

obtain homogenised supercell cross sections.



A ood«,j«IMniIRI,3, using diffusion theory, foi

supetcell calculations has been developed earlier In this

•ethod it is necessary to replace cylidrical regions by

rectangular ones. Since diffusion theory is not valid inside

strong absorbers ,a suitable boundary condition is applied

at the surface of conrol rods while diffusion theory is

assumed to be adequate inside the fuel regions. Use of

diffusion theory in the fuel overepredicts the k. This is

true in the presence as well as in the absence of the rod

leading to a cancellation of errors in calculating the

worth. Another problea is that diffusion theory does not

account for transients due to strong devices which aay be

present upto a Bean free path. Since the fuel is only about

a »ean free path from the reactivity device, these may

extend into the fuel region causing significant errors. For

these reasons it is desirable to have a code which does not

•ake these approximations to validate the diffusion code.

The coiplicated geoaetry involved suggests the use

of collision probability aethods for solving the transport

equation in the supercell. Collision probability aethods

have been widely used in one diaensional reactor cell

calculations/ s Sone two dimensional codes based on this



•ethod have also been developed in recent years6 . However

this aethod has serious limitations owing to large storage

requirements for the collision probabilities aatrices. In

fact the storage requirements increases as the square of the

nuaber of regions employed. Also, since the matrix is not

sparse, iterations are more tine consulting. An approximate

fora of this aethod viz the J or the interface current

•ethod is also used soaetiaes for lattice cell

calculations .However this method cannot be used for the

purpose of checking the accuracy of NEW-WHIRL as it aay not

yield the desired accuracy due the cosine current assumption

Soae of these difficulties can be alleviated by

using the *block-method'.2 In this aethod the region of

interest is divided into a relatively saall nuaber of

blocks. Within each block the usual collision probability ox

the Pij aethod is used while the blocks are coupled to each

other through interface currents. A judicious selection of

blocks and regions is necessary so thit the various

approximations coaaon to this approach viz the flat flux

approxiaation and the cosine current approximation are

valid.Recently ,a code SHETAN eaploying this aethod fox



supercell calculations has been repotted.2The code BOXER3

described here also uses a combination of the Pij and J

aethods.When a single block is eaployed it reduces t« the

exact Pij aethod.

NEUTRON BALANCE EQUATION

The neutron balance equation in the collision

probability aethod can be derived froa the integral trasport

equation or froa direct considerations of the various

physical processes. In the block aethod the equations can be

written as i

where,

>. is the flux in region i in group g



I is the in current at surface a in group g

is the out current at surface • in group g

^« is the voluae of region i

— i> the area of surface •

* is the transport cross section in region i

in group g

is the SUM of scattering and fission sources

I

is the transfer cross section from group h

to group g

*)( is the fission spectrua

V is the nuaber of neutrons per fission in group h

rh

C.. is the fission cross section in group hare the collision or escape probabilities in

group g.

The interpretation of these equations is simple. The left

hand side of the first equation is the collision rate in

region i and group g and is given by the product of the

source with the collision probabilities to the region

ifBuned over all sources. The first tera represents voluae

•ources while the second is due to surface sources or

incoaing currents. The second equation has a siailar

interpretation. The third equation gives the expression for

the voluae sources.



COLLISION PROBABILITIES

To coapute the various probabilities we aaJce the

usual assumptions viz :

(1) the flux is flat in each region,

(2) each region is homogeneous,

(3) scattering and fission sources are isotropic,

(4) the angular flux on each side of a surface between two

blocks is iaotropic and its distribution is unifom on that

surface.

Consider a volume element dV in region i (Fig 1) and

suppose dfi is an element of solid angle around the direction

0. The probability that a neutron is born in dvdc is

The probability that the neutron reaches a distance x away



where, T(X,O) is the optical path upto x in the direction

Avis

It

If this path intersects the region j at points xi and x2,

then the collision probability in region j is

The net probability is therefore

Xt we write dV«dsdA where the element of area dA is

perpendicular to 0 and ds is an eleaent of length in the

direction 0 ,we can perfora the integration over 8, giving

- c*r(~t; tij+ti



where rij , ti.TJ, are the optical path lengths between i

and j , in i and in j respectively.

It is easy to see that Pis is siaply given by

<***&] (S)
where x is the optical path length between i and s and that

The above foraulae f.<.,r. surface probabilities and their

appearance in equations (1) and (2) needs :<<?rae elaboration.

The angular flux at a point r on so»e surface •

due to volume sources is given by

But,
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Rence,

- tn

NOH we consider the angular flux *t a point r. on • due to an

isotropic uniform angular distribution at B, which we take

to be unity. The source due to an client of area clAI, at n

in direction 0 is

JL •

and the angular flux *t dA2on m clue ix ibis

~ X-

• • • " • « -

Hence
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• rfflA

Also

z n
Hence

**si<jning of region numbers to various regions into

which a block is divided is done as follows . The

rectangular grid foraed by planes perpendicular to the

planes of the block divides the latter into rectangular

cells. Soae of these regions nay be occupied by the fuel
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channel or one of the reactivity devices which are

cylindrical, inn mussing begins fro» the cell (1,1,1)

aoving outward it: th« c direction. After all cells in that

xow have been nusbered .counting begins fro» th» first cell

in the adjacent row ie froa (1,2,1).The process is repeated

till all in the first J-X plane have been covpr^ ^h*

process is repeated in all other planes . If in a particular

cell, a fuel channel or a cylindrical reactivity levies i-

oncountered ,then tot that cell, region nuaber* ire

beginning fro* the outermost radiel tone sud

inwards.

METHOD OF

Tb« ..ji'O!'. urocabililies ar* cn«p»'t«<? us

'/He integration v••' 9 ia done by chootuto a suitable set of

di»i':ret« <ncori.it>.-- <jnd associated weights a.1) ia done in

discrete SH we'.i.odn The quadrature set y51 eel ii1 IF'̂ xra.i is

the fully symmetric set used in dlscitts SN cnirulations.

For each •iirectior Qi , the rectangular 6!«'.:!: \r. {•rovpc'rc'i

in a plane perp-5*.' u h r to Oi which is qennmlly n b«

A rectangular »e;h is introduced in the h^K-ioon nr>dl .»

equal to th? ros>) area at that point is a?? an<v
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Pasting through each of the aesh points,lines axe

constructed parallel to Si. The points of intersection of

these lines with all the block and region surfaces are

calculated. These are then rearranged in order of increasing

distance froa one of the two intersection* with the block.

boundary. Path lengths in each of these region* are coaputed

and proper region nuabers assigned. The various

probabilities are then obtained by suaaing the product of

the appropriate integrand and the ovei.-ell weight,over all

the lines constructed. Calculation of 'the probabilities need

not be done for all the blocks; only inequivalent blocks

need be considered. Reciprocity relations are used to reduce

storage requireaent.

SOLOTION OF THE TRANSPORT EQUATION

once all the probabilities have been coaputed we

proceed KO soJve the system of equations (1) to (3). The

solution is effected by three iteration' loops. In the

inneraotft loop the fluxes in a block and in some group <ire

coaputed iteratively - the source being due to this

incurrents, scttering froa other groups to the given group

an<J the fission source. In the aiddle loop, the iterations
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are performed for the in and cut currents, while the

outermost iteration is over the fission source. In each of

the loops an option is provided to either teat for full

convergence of fluxes or currants or to go over to the next

stage after a certain number of iterations have been

performed.

Since the collision probabilities matrix within a

block is dense,ie,most of! its elements are non

zero,iterations can be time consuming. If the matrix is not

too large it mar be more econouica] to invert each of the P

matrices and dispense with the innermost iteration.The code

includes an option to use inversion in place of tl>> •

iterations

MATRIX INVERSION

The equations to be solved are (group indices have

be-:n dropped)

where
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Ik* Matrix to be inverted is

which gives

-« 4 «T 4 -I 1

•ere t 9 refers to the diagonal aatrix with eleaents r". and

55'. I « U ^
In this war only the inverse of p has to be stored.In

in a region is zero the flux in that region does not affect

the fluxes in other regions and that region can be ignored

while solving the above set of equtions. Subsequently the

flux in that region can be obtained fron the equation for

that region.
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In the standard algorithm for aatrix inversioe by

the gauss elimination method, proper selection of pivot at

each step is necessary to avoid loss of accuracy. This

necessiates interchanging of rows and columns. However for a

diagonally dominant uatrix this is not required as is shown

beloM. If rows and columns are not interchanged it is eaay

to invert the given Matrix in the same space as the direct

matrix. That our matrix is diagonally dominant will be shown

in the next section.

In the usual method for matrix inversion, the given

aatrix is reduced to an identity aatrix by a series of

transforaations similar to those employed in elimination. An

identical set of transformations are performed on an

identity aatrix which then becomes the inverse.Hevever non

trivial elements appear in exactly those positions of the

inverse in which the direct matrix elements becoae trivial

ie 0 or 1, provided, no interchange of rows or columns is

done. T.1 what follows we show that our matrix stays

diagonally dominant, i.e. the pivot continues to be strong

throughout the inversion thus obviating the necessity cf

any Interchange of rows or columns.This al*o makes the

inversion much faster.
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Suppose tha first cow i* dividad kr i ( 1 and

•ultiplied by a ^ and tubtsactad from tha ithrow. Than tba

diagonal and off diagonal (tlaamta in tba i^row axaa

/

Substituting

and

where

we get

1 '• £•

a'mingla' I ovex j^i*1,wa hava:



• w * J 1 ^a O â *̂* *|

Siailaxly Me can show that diagonal doainance is preserved

when other rows are subtracted.

PROOF OF COVERGENCE

While it is true that the inner iterations in

collision probability aethods usually converge, it is not

obvious that they ahoulfi.Indeed if the equations arb solved

for the voltwe integrate!! flux in a region (»V) and tha

surface integrated current through a surface (JS) the

equations need not convetge.lt is therefore proper to soon
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that the iteration scheae used will converge.Dropping the

indices «e can write the equation* (1) and (2) aa

i
Dividing (I) by tiViand (9) by Sa and uaing the reciprocity

relation*

we can caat the equations in the fora

j
where J'»W and t*j refer* to the self scattering cross

section.In this fora the iterations converge. This is true

whether we solve for all fluxes and currents in one sweep or
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we use two loops,one for fluxes,and another for currents.In

the latter case this is obvious since

In the foraer case, the innermost iterations will converge

as is obvious froa (12). As regards the Middle iterations,

we write the equations in Matrix fora

* RJ'+ 0

Solving for t froa (8) and substituting in (9) we get

We expand the satrix (I-P)"1 in powers of P* and write for

the sua of the off diagonal elements as

£/
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fence tha scheme ii converyent.

SOME GENERAL FEATURES OF THE CODE

(1) fh« proaraa haa boon written In variable dimensions.

(2) The blocks are rectangular. Division* into regions can

b« done by planes parallel to the block boundaries. Fuel

channella and reactivity device* can be divided by

cylindrical surface* as well a* planes perpendicular to

their axes. Sectors! division of tha cylinder* if not

possible but half and quarter cylinders At block boundaries

can be treated.The six surfaces of a block can be subdivided

into rectangula: subsurfaces. Computation of region voluaes

surface areas and assigning ot nuabers to the reyions and

surfaces is done by the code.

(3) If the entire suparcell is treated as one block. ,tvo

options are available.
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(a) At the cell boundaries ,the condition Jin-Jout

can be used.

(b) The neutron paths can be reflected at the cell

boundaries and the exact Pij s calculated. In this way it

can be used as an exact Pij code.

(4) The input is printed immediately after it is read. The

output contains flux and current distribution, the

homogenised supercell cross sections and the infinite

multiplication factor for the supercell.

(5) An option is included to treat one dimensional slab and

two dimensional general Geometries without doing detailed

three dimensional calculations.

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION

The code has been run for several one, two and three

dimensional problems using the Pij method u well as the

block method.The results presented in this section give an

idea of the degree of accuracy that can be obtained for

various mesh sizes,angular and spatial quadratures,and the
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boundary condition employed.In several cases comparisons

with the results of other Methods is shown.

ONE DIMENSIONAL SLAB GEOMETRY Table 1 shows the

critical value of c (the Bean nunber of secondaries per

collision)for a hoaogeneous slab in one group.The B0ZER3

results were obtained using 10 equally spaced aeshes and S16

quadrature.For spatial integration 10*10 lines per direction

were used.The 'exact* results are ti&en froa Ref 10 .Table

2 shows the results using the one dimensional option of the

code wherein the errors due to spatial and angular

integration are eliainated so that the effect of aesh site

on the critical value of c can be studied.

TWO DIMENSIONAL RECTANGULAR GEOMETRY Table 3 shows

the Keff of an infinite rectangular parallelopiped in ona

group.The problea has been s udied in Ref 11. The integral

transfora and Sn results shown for comparison are taken froa

there.Tables 4 and 5 show the results for the saae problea

using the two dinensional version of BOXERS.Froa table 3 it

can be seen that while the TNOTRAN Keff iaprovea

considerably on going froa S4 to S8 a corresponding

iaproveaent is not seen in BOXER3 results.This is partly due
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to the Inadequacy of low order angular integration for

calculating collision probabilities in infinite geometries

but aainly due to the errors introduced by the flat flux

approiiaation.lt u y be pointed'out that in the Sn aethod

the diaaond diffezecing assuaes a linear variation of flui

within a aesh as against the flat flux assumption in the

collision probability nethod.Hence to achieve the saae

degree of accuracy as in the Sn aethod it Bay be necessary

to use aore aeshes.Tables 4 and 5 confirm these

expectations.Figs 2 and 3 show the variation of flux for the

case a«2.0 , b=1.0. Itis seen that the B0XER3 flux is as

good as the S16 flux .

TWO DIMENSIONAL CYLINDRICAL GEOMETRY Table 6 shows

the critical value of c for a finite cylinder in one group.

The problea has been studied in Ref 12 using the integral

transform aethod. The BOXERS results were obtained by using

S6 and 38 quadratures. A 10*10 aesh was used for all the

cases. As the system becomes larger the mesh proves to be

coarser resulting in larger errors.
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TWO DIMENSIONAL PHWR CELL Table 7 shows the K of a

cell using BOXER3 in two groups. The three fuel rings

h a w been homogenised and two group cross sections obtained

for various materials from the lattice code CLUB, The idea

here is to compare the K as obtained by diffusion theory

using the same input as well as the the effect of the

boundary condition employed,the aesh size and the angular

quadrature used.The diffusion K is higher than the BOXER 3

value by almost 14 mK . The difference between the white and

reflecting boundaries is also not negligible.

THREE DIMENSIONAL PHWR SDPERCELL Table a shows the X

of a PHWR supercell with a black absorber(Fig 4 ) in two

groups. The results are presented for the saie case with

different mesh structures and various angular and spatial

quadratutre.Also shown are the results using the boundary

condition Jin=»Jout with and without subdivision of the

external surfaces.The K obtained by NENWHIRL is also

shown.A major source of error, when reflective boundaries

are not used seeas to be the uniform current

approximation.This is reduced to some extent by subdividing

the boundary . However very accurate results can only be

obtained with a large number of subdivisions which is not
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desirable froa the storage point of view.The use of only one

block with reflective boundaries solves this problem fox

••all supercell sizes and gives results coaparable vita

those obtained by NEW-WHIRL.However it is not certain

whether the aesh used.is fine enough for the supercell in

question.Soae idea has been obtained by running a siailar

problea in two distensions.

TWO DIMENSIONAL CELL WITH A BLACK ABSORBER toi

checking the adequacy of the eesh a fictitious two

diaensional probJeu has been run .The distribution of

aaterials is shown in fig 5 .The k obtained using different

aesh sizes is shown in Table 9.The two dimensional version

of BOXER3 was used and a very accurate spatial and angular

quadrature was used so that the errors are only due to the

aesh Bize.Assuaing the Ifl'ifl result to be aore or lets exact

the error in the 12*12 case iu 0.5\ which increases to

about 5\ in the 6*6 case.In practical three diaensional

supercells it nay not possible to use a aesh even as tine as

12*12 type.It is of course not necessary to use such * fine

•esh throughout the supercell.By using a variable aesh and

having aore aeshea in regions of strong flux gradients it
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block and using reflective boudaries.

TABLE 1

Critical values of c for an infinite slab (one group)

Half thickness c(exact) c(BOXER3)

5.6655 1.020 1.0219

3.3002 1.050 1.0515

2.1134 1.100 1.1006

1.2893 1.200 1.2005

0.7366 1.400 1.4011

0.5120 1.600 1.6038

TABLE 2

Effect of Mesh size on the accuracy in predicting critical

c value using the Pij aethod

Half thickness c(exact)

5.6655 1.0200

0.5120 1.6000

C(BOXER3)

1.0211

1.0204

1.0202

1.6034

1.5997

1.6000

Meshes

10

20

40

10

20

40



TABLE 3

K«ff for an inflnita ractangular priim of tidal 2a, 2b

with TaJO-TJAN and BOXER3.(8OXER3 valuas ar* shown

In brackats)

0.3

2.0

2.0

0.S

2.0

1.0

Keff

(IT)

0.6113

2.2467

1.S690

Kaff

(S4>

0.620T

(0.603)

2.2608

(2.228)

1.S905

(1.554(

Kaff

(SSI

0.6140

(0.600)

Z.2tT«

<Z.223>

1.S73T

(1.549)

TABLE 4

Kaff for an infinite rtctangiular prism uting two

dlmantlonal version of BOXERS

NLINE Qt/dratur* Hesh»a Kaff

•3 GAUSS24 10*10 2.2315

<I3 6AUSS24 10*10 2.2314

13 6AUSS4O 10*10 2.2329

183 6AUSS24 15*15 2.2310

163 6AUSS24 20*20 2.2406

113 SAUSS46 20*20 2.2415

(Exact i.e. IT valued. 2467 I



a

0.9

t.O

2.0

b

0.9

1.0

2.0

TABLE 9

K«ff

(I0XEB3)

0.1*08

1.2094

2.2*19

K«ff

UT)

0.6113

1.2071

2.246?

Keff(S16)

I2TRAN)

0.6123

1.2074

2.2491

TABLE 6

Criticil eigenvalue c for a finite cylinder (r,2h)

with IT method and 8OXER3

r h cIlTI clOOXER}) c(BOXER3)

(S4) (ss)

1.0 1.0 1.8992 1.666 1.664

2.0 2.0 1,3388 1.346 1.343

9.0 9.0 1.0606 1.091 1.065

tO.e 10.1 t.8299 1.034 1,032
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R for a PtMM euparcall with B0XER3 and diffusion

theory

Hathod «••* K

S0XER3 with White B.C.

and coarat wmtt\ and 1.024

angular inttgration

•0XER3 with r«fl«etiv«

S.C. and eoart* nwah 1.01T

and integration

S0XEK3 with raflcctiv*

I.C «nd fln« mvtn t.0151

and integration

Oiffution tnaory 1.030



TABLE B

BOXERS retults for a PHWR supercell

Ang Spat AN me»h Rad mesh Ax math Rad mesh Rad mesh K

quad quad in futl in futl in rod in rod near rod

3 1 4

3 1 4

3 1 4

3 2 2

3 2 2

3 4 2

3 4 2

3 4 2

(NEW-WHIRL K • O i t f i

TABLE 9

BOXER3 results for a 2 dimensional c e l l

H«*h K K

with rod without rod

6*6 0.421 1.043

12*12 0.440 1.043

16MB 0.442 1.043

24

4B

24 '

24

24

24

SO

80

45

45

TO

45

45

45

TT

T7

1

1

1

4

B

4

S

5

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

3

0.B3B

0.639

0.63T

0.655

0.655

0.692

0.660

0.661
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